
Dearest Azar... 12-02-2009 
 

Thank you so much for your letter. I am so touched, had to cry all the way reading it. 
Thank you so much... Yours is the greatest gift I (as Woman) could have ever been offered. 
When you write “the good news is: I am Totally Willing to” I have such feeling that it is 
difficult to describe, it is gratitude and it is thankfulness from the deepest places of my heart 
and being, it is love and awareness how lucky I am to have met you. It is that my whole being 
is rejoicing, bowed at your feet in recognition of you as the One Who Loves Woman so Deep 
to Be Her Saviour. And I am full of tears, the tears streaming while my soul screams inside: “I 
have found you!!!” and I can only cry because it is so Huge that it totally overshines me, 
overwhelms me and I see how small I am in the face of your Love. And I cry. And your 
words “I give you Baksh, Wholly, Wholly Available as Heart, as Body, as Fighter, as Force 
Beyond Forces, as Man” make me cry more. I just cry. I feel I am the luckiest girl in the 
world and same time I cry because I seem to be the only one (and Anca to a big extent) who 
Recognizes you and it is so so so sad. And I cry because this Recognition is indivisibly linked 
with Pain, the deeper I See you the more and clearer Pain I See in the world and it hurts... 
Thank you. The deeper I See you the more I am amazed how you are possible, how... And the 
more it hurts that I cannot be with you wholly, that I am so incapacitated in my body. It hurts 
too. 
 
Satl 


